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Conventional nightmares of planning logistics of calculating 
staircase or elevator dimensions becomes a thing of past. 
Its modularity makes it convenient to be packaged in boxes 
and pieces to reach your multi-storeyed residence where our 
team can assemble it in a matter of few hours. 

T r e y o



SIZE in Inch - W20 x H6.2 x D20

Treyo Trays
#TRETRY10
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SIZE in Inch - W20 x H6.2 x D20

Treyo Trays
#TRETRY20
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Size in InchW30.3x H2 x D21.6

Zucca Tray
#ZUCTRY30

Zucca tray makes a design statement in minimalism with its 
bent metal sheet structure, disjointed corners and perforated 
base. Like all our products, this home and office accessory 
exudes excitement and will perk up any space you assign to it. 
Available in red, white and grey colours; Zucca easily adapts 
to any role you assign.

Z u c c a
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SIZE in Inch - W6 x H10 x D6

Zucca Pen Stand
#ZUCTRY30

Your pencils and pens will love their new home in our ‘Zucca’ 
Pen holders. Folded metal sheet with drilled holes and long 
grooved corners make this edgy piece a design aficionados 
delight. Simple, functional and available in four colour 
variants, it can also double up as your cutlery stand. So go 
ahead and get one or two or many!

Z u c c a
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Introduce your wall to contemporary cool with our wall mounted hook 
system ‘Dash.’ A perforated sheet metal construct, this ultra-modern 
wall accessory is a perfect way to display your knick-knacks and hang 
your keys, sippers, scarves and other go-to stuff. Its design gives you 
the liberty to play around with the layout, colours, sizes; so that you can 
create a dashing system that is unequivocally you.

D a s h 



W15.7 x H23.5x D0.5

Dash Wall Hook System
#DASHNG40
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What do you call a storage box so stylish 
that you cannot not show it off? The answer 
is ‘Euro’ our wonderfully urbane storage. 
Built in Laser cut Metal, this strong and 
super voguish piece comes with effective 
slots on either sides to slide your fingers in 
to lift easy. Bring a single piece or a couple 
of these boxes home and fashionably store 
everything from electrical supplies to tools 
to toys to old DVDS to old newspapers. 
Available in exciting colours, Euro instantly 
perks up any space.

E u r o



Euro Storage Box
#EURSTR15
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EURO-S SIZE in Inch - W12 x H6x D6      EURO-T SIZE in Inch - W6 x H9x D6

#EURSTR30

Euro Storage Box
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SIZE in Inch - W15.5 x H26.5 x D15.5

Splash Planter
#SPLSTD39

Oozing contemporary cool, our ‘Splash’ plant stand adds on a whole new 
dimension to the placement of Greens inside your beautiful homes. It is a 
sheer joy to play around with their varying heights and colours while seeing 
your space come alive. One next to your armchair to complete your chic 
reading nook is a great idea. And so is using a pair of them to flank your 
three-seater or simply stationing them against a wall. Splash on then!

S p l a s h 
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‘Milo’- our super trendy Shirt and Dress hangers were conceived out of our understanding 
of the efforts you put in curating your collection. We also empathise that its’ a shame to see 
that effort not reflected in their presentation inside that stylised wardrobe of yours. Hence, 
‘Milo!’ Modern and minimalistic, these powder coated metallic hangers are appropriately 
hooked on top and come with broad bars to prevent slipping. Available in red, black and 
white; Milo hangers are like an OTC prescription for a modern dressing space!

M i l o



SIZE in Inch - W17 x H6 x D1

Milo Hanger
#MLOHNG43
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Our go-to hanger Matinee is practical and incredibly fashionable. White Ash wood / Oak 
wood makes for its vertical components while metal pipes and flat metal sheets make 
the horizontal. It is the metallic aspect of this hanger that introduces colour (red, blue, 
white and yellow options) to this stylish piece. With the convenience of this hanger at 
your home, no more messing the cupboard or room for now you can hang them on 
Matinee after a super-tiring day. Not fans of wearing formals to office but your people 
need to wear jackets for official meetings? No worries. Keep this stylish hanger at office 
and those jackets stay in prim condition. Matinee will also prove to be an indispensable 
display stand at small boutiques and stores.

M a t i n e e



Matinee Floor Hanger
#MTNHNG75
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Firenze dresser will add pizzazz to your dressing area and time. Its basic frame stands 
tall in white pipe metal and has a solid oak / ash hanging bar for your to-change-to-
clothes. We gave it an Ash / Oak wood drawer at seating height to store your cosmetics 
and accessories. It also comes with a full-length mirror to give you that complete sense 
of your dressed-to-go self. Compliment Firenze with our Ted stool to complete the look. 
Now, use this dresser before you go out to get ready. On your return, it is happy to hang 
back your clothes and accessories without compromising on the neat arrangement of 
your organised closet. With Firenze, you will echo our sentiment that getting dressed 
was never so stylishly convenient!

F i r e n z e



SIZE in Inch - W42 x H79 x D16

Firenze Vanity
#FNZVNT108
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Reflecting SPIN’s core D.N.A., our 
‘Hugo’ coat rack stand is an Oakwood 
/ Ashwood and powder coated metal 
construct. Use it as an entryway focal 
point where you and your guests can 
use it to hang heavy coats, jackets or 
bags. Alternatively, you could keep it 
in your dressing area to stylishly hang 
your bathrobes, bags, scarves etc. It 
also comes with a flat metal sheet 
on top to double up as a tray to hold 
keys, pens and the likes. Quite a looker 
that Hugo is, it looks like an art piece 
even when it stands bare and seems 
undeniably happy when dressed up.

H u g o



SIZE in Inch - W19.5 x H63 x D19.5

Hugo Coat Rack
#HUGSTD50
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One look at ‘Halo’- our vanity mirror and you will agree that ‘Good things 
come in small packages indeed’. Just the right amount of quirky with 
its bright, bent metal sheet frame and functional with its shiny mirror 
surface, it is a supercool makeup accessory. When placed on one of your 
wall unit shelves or sideboard tables, it is a fabulous accent piece to add 
a dash of reflective fun and colour. And when gifted, a sure shot way to 
make someone smile a tad bit more!

H a l o



W6 X H6 X D2.5

#HALMRR15

Halo Banity Mirror
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A metal cabinet encases a high quality mirror to bring to 
life our ‘Zeta’ vanity shelf. Complete with a storage space 
to keep your tooth-brushing or shaving essentials in style, 
this easy-on-eye piece is an impeccable addition to invest 
in washrooms with space at premium. Stylish and vibrant 
that Zeta is, it is easily placed in your bedroom too when 
you need a small mirror.

Z e t a



W12.5x H17.3 x D4.5

Zeta Banity Shelf
#ZETMRR32
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SIZE in Inch - W16.6 x H3.5 x D4.6

Chicory Egg Tray
#CHYTRY14

Chicory is a conversation-starter piece designed to please 
your evolved sense of aesthetics. With its folded metal 
sheet make and precise laser cut slotting, this avant-garde 
toast cum egg rack is a dining table must have. Get one and 
redefine the way you eat your crispy toasts every morning.

C h i c o r y
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A e r o
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‘Aero’ carries forward the legacy of paper planes- the nostalgia invoking piece from 
childhood days. Its’ simple yet knockdown design has two metal parts coming together to 
form the edgy toy plane it goes on to form.

Appealing to the collector in you, ‘Aero’ is that one piece you want to have for the sheer joy 
of having it. With its exciting, modern vibe; it rightfully belongs to a shelf of collectives.v



SIZE in Inch - W4 x H1.6 x D2.8

Aero Toy
#AROPLN10
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SIZE in Inch - W11.1 x H10 x D11.1

C o r a

Cora Fruit Tray
#CRFTRY29

A perfect table accessory to add the appropriate dash of colour to a modern, minimalist 
table; Cora fruit tray is a delightful piece. Simple and industrial in its design, it is available in 
multiple colour options to complement your table setting and add to the delicious appeal 
of your favourite fruits.

Cora product range beautifully reinterprets objects with mundane functionalities, making 
them cool and relevant to modern homes. The range is characterised by a bent metal sheet 
make and tubular wooden holders.



C o r a
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Cora magazine tray instantly stylizes the idea of stowing your current reads 
giving an on-trend home to your latest magazines. Place it by your reading 
chair or by the side of your main seating area to enjoy quick access to your 
magazines. Alternately, place it above the sideboard and use it to organize 
your everyday paperwork, your A4-sheets, magazines, books etc.

Cora product range beautifully reinterprets objects with mundane 
functionalities, making them cool and relevant to modern homes. The range 
is characterised by a bent metal sheet make and tubular wooden holders.



SIZE in Inch - W20.5 x H4 x D10.9

Cora Magazine Tray
#CRMGTR52
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SIZE in Inch - W13.7 x H6 x D6, W16.4 x H8 x D8

C o r a

Cora Storage
#CORSTR35

Available in two sizes of Small and Large, Cora storage units are truly multifunctional, 
on-the-go products. You could use them as Dining table caddies to organize your Pickles, 
Jams, Olive oil, Sauces, Beverages, Water bottles etc. Alternately, use them in washrooms 
to store your toiletries, rolled hand-towels etc. In washing areas, they make a stylish den for 
your washing and cleaning supplies. Organize your medicinal syrups, medicine box, first aid 
kit in a Cora storage unit and move it around whenever/ wherever required.

Cora product range beautifully reinterprets objects with mundane functionalities, making 
them cool and relevant to modern homes. The range is characterised by a bent metal sheet 
make and tubular wooden holders.



C o r a
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We love how the smallest of Spin products embody our core design philosophy of Metal-
Wood fusion. Our ‘Cora tissue holder’ is one such piece. A long wooden holder stands at 
the centre of a round metal base and stylishly holds your kitchen towels, toilet paper rolls 
etc. in place.

Cora product range beautifully reinterprets objects with mundane functionalities, making 
them cool and relevant to modern homes. The range is characterised by a bent metal sheet 
make and tubular wooden holders.



SIZE in Inch - W6.7 x H13.1 x D6.7

Cora Tissue Holder
#CORTSU17
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SIZE in Inch - W13.4 x H16 x D11.8

C o r a

Cora Wastebin
#CORWBN34

Who knew ‘bin-it’ would be something-to-look-forward-to some day?

Our effortlessly playful and stylish ‘Cora waste bin’ does so with a certain elan. Whether it is 
lifting its metallic flap to bin what you must or holding its wooden handle to carry it around, 
this is one piece you will enjoy using. Also with its undeniable good looks, it finds easy 
placement in any setting- minimal or not!

Cora product range beautifully reinterprets objects with mundane functionalities, making 
them cool and relevant to modern homes. The range is characterised by a bent metal sheet 
make and tubular wooden holders.
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Scandinavian in its vibe and modern in its 
interpretation, Hikari’s design is a sleek 
geometric abstraction of a Cotton-pod. 
The designer replaced Cotton with light 
to signify evolution, something he finds 
most fascinating. Hikari’s form allows it to 
be a Pendant Lamp, Table lamp and also 
a Floor lamp. It finds a multi-dimensional 
placement on its head, legs or sides; 
depending upon where you place it. 

H i k a r i



SIZE in Inch - W9 x H14 x 9

Hikari lamp
#HKRLMP23
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SIZE in Inch - W7.6 x H13.2 x D6

Fliss Hanging
#FLSHNG19

Fliss hanging planter is a vertical system to 
add layers/ levels to your space. It is easy 
to assemble, giving you the flexibility to 
use and arrange in various ways. Suitable 
for creepers, climbers and shorter plants, it 
could be your virtual garden of sorts in your 
beautiful home. 

F l i s s  
H a n g i n g
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SIZE in Inch - W11.5 x H14 x D9.5

Fliss
#FLSPLN29

Fliss tabletop planters can be taken around 
the house to display your favourite greens. 
Their stackable feature makes them great 
storage containers too.

F l i s s
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SIZE in Inch - W26.8 x H28 x D10

F l i s s

Fliss- Floor Large
#FLSPLN68

Made with bent, powder coated Aluminium and an Oakwood shelf, ‘Fliss Floor- Large’ 
planters are a defining add-on to any given space. Use the top metallic holder to hold a 
combination of Greens in varying heights or just place perennial greens hanging out from 
all sides for an enchanting presence. The lower shelf in wood can be used to display your 
books and magazines or a cherished memory on a photo-frame. Alternatively, you could 
use ‘Fliss floor- Large’ as a side-storage unit.
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SIZE in Inch - W16 X  H13

Delta Plant Hanger
#DELHNG41

The simple geometric design of Delta (Set of 
3) hanging plant holders makes it merge in any 
home setting- contemporary or conventional. 
Available in vibrant colours, it instantly ups 
the energy game of your room. Use it in your 
balcony or indoors to display spider plants, 
money plants, small succulents, mini cacti or 
other small plants or flowers.

D e l t a
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Compact and multi-faceted, a Duo lamp is a practical product. Place this 
stylish accessory on your desk and use it as a desk organiser by the day 
and plug it in to use it as a lamp by the night. Not only it will keep your 
table clutter free by holding your desk essentials, it will also light up your 
space with soothing ambient light. Also, it comes with a pre-installed 
LED bulb and an additional one for your convenience. 

D u o  L a m p



SIZE in Inch - W4.5 x H7 x D4.5

  Lamp
#DUOLMP11



M i s m o
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Compact and utilitarian, a ‘Mismo utility mirror’ is the perfect product to groom yourself at 
an hour of hurry. Its asymmetrical ribbings symbolize the numerous layers or coatings of 
one’s personality. Keep it  near vanity or in washrooms for closer inspection of your makeup 
or shave in men’s case. Place them on your shelves as a decorative element or gift one; it 
works every which way!

With their asymmetrical form, Mismo mirrors celebrate the absence of perfection. They are 
characterised by an Oak wood make coupled with a high quality mirror surface.



SIZE in Inch - W5.9 x H5.1 x D5.1

Mismo Utility Mirror
#MSMUMR13



M i s m o
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SIZE in Inch - W14 x H22 x D0.6

M i s m o

Mismo Wall Mirror
#MSMUMR13

‘Mismo wall mirrors’ are all about celebrating 
the absence of perfection. Their oval-but-not, 
rectangle-but-not surface is framed by a Birch ply 
border that adds to their warmth. A powder coated 
metal container comes attached. Use it as a holder 
for your toothbrush/ necessities or decorate with 
choicest flowers to up its charm.

With their asymmetrical form, Mismo mirrors 
symbolize beauty in imperfections. They are 
characterised by an Oak wood make coupled with 
a high quality mirror surface.
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SIZE in Inch - W4.6 x H6 x D1.6

  Candle Holder
#MRFCDL12

Modern and minimalistic, each Morf piece can be used as 
a striking candleholder or an on-trend vase displaying a 
seasonal stunner or an evergreen foliage. Each of these 
accent pieces is equally at ease whether being used 
standalone or paired up with their complementary shape.

M o r f
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SIZE in Inch - W5.9 x H9.9 x D0.8

P a d d l e

Paddle Mirror
#PDLMRMT15, PDLMRWD

Crafted from wood and metal, the ‘Paddle Hand Mirror’ is a perfect accessory. It comes in 
two variations. While the first one is an all metal option in same colour, the other option 
comes with beautiful Oak wood handles.

Make an aesthetic statement by placing it on the bathroom sink or by using it as a handy 
mirror on your dressing table. The wooden handle of the mirror brings in the soft and warm 
tactile feel to the product while the cool metal back gives the protective strength to the 
delicate mirror.  Available in pretty pastel shades, Paddle’ indeed is a good looking mirror 
for the good looking You!
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SIZE in Inch - W6.3 x H0.8 x D1.4

P i c k

Pick Stationary
#PCKACC16

With its fresh and reformed take on a traditional ruler, 
‘Pick’ is one statement possession. It is a fine product of 
engaging form and function. Designed for better surface 
contact, movement, handle ability and functionality; ‘Pick’ 
is as much meant for everyday usage as it is meant to sit 
in a collectibles section owing to its slick looks. Own it 
and flaunt it.
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SIZE in Inch - W10 X D5 x H3.5

Tres Candle Holder
#TRSCDL25

The organic design of our industrial-chic Tres candleholders 
draws from the sociable Mushrooms that thrive in clusters. Just 
like them, each Tres piece is a fully formed entity. You can get 
creative and play around with their arrangement for they come 
with grooves to glide in and out of their partner stems. 

T r e s
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CREO SIZE in Inch - D5 x H3.6,      CREO TALL SIZE in Inch - D5 x H3.6

Creo Candleholders 
#CRECDL13

Creo candleholders exhibit a flawlessly 
performed balancing act. With precision that is 
as technical as it is artistic, the tubular metallic 
holder stands on a flat metal plate stand minus 
a visible joinery. Available in two sizes, Creo 
candleholders or call them flower and foliage 
vases are fantastic accent pieces that come in 
vibrant colours to transform your space.

C r e o
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An inspiring modern take on a 
classic concept, Reno candleholders 
are extremely evocative in their 
style. Appropriately sized to hold 
your candles, you could keep them 
on a table or take them to the wall 
and hang them. 

R e n o



SIZE in Inch - W5 x H4 x D3

Reno Candleholders
#RENCDL13
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SIZE in Inch - W3.6 x H7 x D1.2

R e k k e n

Rekken Table Clock
#RKNTCK08

Aptly ideated for your tables and shelves, 
the ‘Rekken table clock’ is available in 
variable colour options. It comes with a 
non-magnetic back cover lid allowing easy 
access for battery swapping as and when 
needed.

The statement maker ‘Rekken clocks’ 
subscribe to being non-conformists. 
Bypassing conventional circle or square 
design route in terms of shape, these 
inspiring pieces are characterized by 
Oakwood and bent sheet metal make.
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R e k k e n

120

An instant space-definer, ‘Rekken wall clock’ confidently 
transforms the personality of your wall. The non-magnetic 
back cover lid allows easy access to swap battery as and when 
needed. Available in four beautiful colours, it makes looking at 
time a joyful moment.

The statement maker ‘Rekken clocks’ subscribe to being non-
conformists. Bypassing conventional circle or square design 
route in terms of shape, these inspiring pieces are characterized 
by Oakwood and bent sheet metal make.



SIZE in Inch - W3.6 x H11.7 x D1.2

Rekken Wall Clock
#RKNWCK09
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SIZE in Inch - W10 x H1.6 x D10

Flint Small Tray
#FLITRY25

A single sheet bent metal design- ‘Flint 
Small’ is a beautiful piece with attractive 
lines. It works both as a serving tray as 
well as a decorative holder. 

F l i n t  
S m a l l
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‘Flint Large’ brings together the beautiful collision of metal and 
wood, balancing out the cool of one with the warmth of another. 
Place the wooden tray over the metal one and play around to 
create a layout as per your choice and requirement. Alternatively, 
use them as individual trays or holders.

F l i n t  L a r g e



SIZE in Inch - W18 x H1.6 x D12

Flint Large Tray
#FLITRY46
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Esk trays epitomise Spin’s minimal fuss and maximal function philosophy. 
With their beautiful wooden feel, stackable feature, optimal size and 
accent colours, they can be used as great catchalls in entryways or chic 
holders for chutneys and pickles on dining tables. On countertops, you 
could stand your beverages on them or take them to your study/work 
table to organise desk accessories. Functional indeed!

E s k



SIZE in Inch - W7.5XH0.75XD10.5

Esk Trays 
#ESKTRY19
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I D A

IDA LARGE SIZE in Inch - W10 x H0.5 x D10,      IDA SMALL SIZE in Inch - W5 x H0.5 x D10

Ida Cheese Platter
#IDAACC25

Crafted in the beautiful Dupont Corian 
material, the Ida cheese platter is an 
au courant piece. Available in vibrant 
colours and variable size options, it is 
the perfect platter to style your cheeses 
and their accompaniments. 
Go ahead! Arrange your crackers, nuts, 
fruits, bread slices etc. around your 
cheeses and entertain with elan.
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SIZE in Inch - W10 x H1 x D10

Queso Cheese Platter
#FLITRY46

Functional and beautiful, the light-wood colour of Queso platter 
blends well in all kitchen spaces. This chic but solid platter can 
be used to serve your cheeses and their accompaniments or it 
can be used as an everyday chopping board. 

Q u e s o
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Drawing from their namesake classic, Tetris (Set of 3) wall 
system is all about playful organising. Available in three sizes 
with one, two and three hooks respectively; they are fun 
arranging on your wall. Get creative and play around with their 
manifold permutations. Now hang your keys, sippers, scissors 
and the likes to add on to the spirited definition of your space.

T e t r i s



SIZE in Inch - W6.6 x H2.5 x D1.5

Tetris (Set of 3) Wall Hanger
#TETHNG17
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SIZE in Inch - W10.8 x H4 x D4.4 INR 1499.00

T h r e e  O r g a n i s e r

Three Organiser
#3OGROA27

‘THREE desk organiser’ is a beautiful example of industrial design imagined for home or 
personal usage. Oak wood and Aluminium join hands to create this happy piece available in 
three vibrant colour options.

To keep your desk clean and clutter-free, it comes with a holder to house your chic writing 
stationery, a slot to insert your business cards and a tray for pins, staplers and likes. This 
three-part piece can be used as a whole or separated to be used as individual units.
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SIZE in Inch - W3.6 x H6.6 x D1.72

Erg Hanger
#ERGHNG09

Functional and straightforward; Erg hangers 
are a great piece to organise your papers, 
bills and hang your keys etc. Right from 
your entryway walls to your study spaces, 
they instantly up your organising game.

E r g
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Meso shelves practically float across home and are a great 
way to revitalize spaces right from entryway to washrooms. 
Use the pegs to hang what you like and the movable wooden 
shelf to display your favourite vase or memory or that cool 
decor piece. 

M e s o



SIZE in Inch -W12 x H2.5 x D2.5

Meso shelf
#MSOHNG25
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B o x x i t
Boxxit desk organizing shelves are ideal for your home office 
section to organize your paperwork, stationery, bills etc. The 
birch-ply base lends them a certain warm, sensorial feel while the 
perforated metal sheet top imparts an inimitably cool character.
  
Available in two sizes- large and regular, these shelves are 
stackable in nature. To add that exciting pop of colour to any 
humdrum job or space, these organizer shelves come in bright 
colour hues.

SIZE in Inches - W10 X H5.6 X D12.8 (BOXXIT LARGE), W10 x H3.2 x D12.7 (BOXXIT SMALL) 

Boxxit Desk Shelves
#BXTPPR25
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K i t
Kit organizer box is a handy solution to stow away things from 
plain sight yet keep them in sight. It is a fantastic caddy for 
pickles, jams, sauce-bottles etc when placed on your dining 
table, a smart storage for hygiene essentials in the washroom 
and a great home for remote controls beside your current reads 
in a coffee table placement. Placed upon an entryway console, it 
well stores keys, papers, bills and other small items.
 
In short, this workhorse delivers no matter where you may place 
it. Not to miss that it is an extremely good-looking organiser 
available in attractive colour pops.

Kit Organizer Box
# KITSTR26

SIZE in Inches - W10 X H5 X D5
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F l u t e
A set of three in varying sizes- small, medium and large; the 
Troika chopping board set is an all wood piece. Rectangular 
in shape with an engraved outline inside as the only design 
element, this set is fairly straightforward in terms of its 
functionality. Cut, julienne, slice, dice, cube whatever you will, 
Troika is a kitchen-mate you will be happy to have. 
Crafted with thoughtfulness, each piece from the set is 
washable and heavy duty. Scratches on usage are a part of 
normal wear and tear.

Flute Chopping Board
# FLTCHPBRD

SIZE in Inches - W10 X H0.7 X D7 (SMALL), W12 X H0.7 X D9 (MEDIUM), W15 X H0.7 X D11 (LARGE)
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A v a
The Ava chopping board is apt for all your chopping needs. 
Equally suitable as a serving platter, you could use it to serve 
snacks, pizza, cheese, fruits and even desserts. All wooden with 
beautiful natural grains and a handle for easy mobility, Ava looks 
beautiful in all settings. Like all wood pieces, it is susceptible to 
scratches as a part of daily wear and tear. 

Ava Chopping Board
 

SIZE in Inches - W9 X H0.6 X D7.5 (MINI), W6 X H0.6 X D20 (SMALL), W8 X H0.6 X D14 (MEDIUM), W11 X H0.6 X D18 (LARGE)



C a s a
Beautifully contemporary and old-world in equal proportions, 
our Casa tool kit is an object that instantly triggers interest. 
Shaped like a modern-day hut with metal flaps as its roof, Casa 
is an excellent home for your prized tools. A fine representation 
of wood-metal partnership, it is available in attractive colour 
options to add a bright spot to your home. 
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Casa Tool Kit
# CSATBX28

SIZE in Inches - W11 X H8.3 X D6.8
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Slide Organizer Circle & Slide Organizer Rectangle
# SLDORG12     # SLDORG15

SIZE in Inches - W5 X H1.1 X D5 (CIRCLE), W6 X H1 X D3 (RECTANGLE)

S l i d e
The Slide desk organizers are pieces you can pick up on an impulse 
and never go wrong with. Based on a simple sliding phenomenon, 
they are simple and functional organizers for small utility items 
like pencils, pens, keychains, etc. The wooden base gives them a 
levitating and clean form. They come in two shapes- rectangle and 
circle in a variety of color options to choose from. 
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J a w
Crafted in laser cut and bent aluminium sheet, Jaw toothbrush holder is 
a super functional piece. Its design iteration allows its top rack to neatly 
hold your toothpaste while the lower rack comes with a provision to 
hang your toothbrushes. It comes ready with sticky tape, allowing easy, 
tool-free installation on your washroom tiles. Available in vibrant hues, 
the Jaw is sure to perk up your dental hygiene ritual.

Jaw Toothbrush Holder
# DKRBPH16

SIZE in cm - W6.3 X H1.5 X D1.7
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Jaw Wall Hook
# DKRWHK38

Made with mild steel, sheet metal and cylindrical rod, ‘Jaw’ is a super 
functional design. Its interesting form gives it the ability to hold products 
of multiple nature in multiple ways.
 
While working as a hook, it also doubles up as a rack. You could place 
small items like envelopes on the top and place keys, coins etc. below.  
Install your Jaw Hook at entry doorways so as not to forget small things 
before leaving. Alternately, mount it on a wall where it is easy for people 
at home to keep things or find them. Wipe with a clean damp cloth.

J a w

SIZE in Inches - W15 X H4 X D3
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